
: «His itinerant’s robe has long since taken on the shape 
of his body …»

«His gaze 
now makes me hesitate. He is intimidating, he has a kind of 



arrogance. A pause for thought. No, he is not arrogant. But he does 
not suffer fools gladly»

he has a kind of 
arrogance he is not arrogant

he does not suffer fools gladly

«Who was the 
painter’s model for this historical portrait of a man who lived two 
thousand years earlier? In my opinion it would be rash to assume that 
the model was a writer, or even a regular friend of Velázquez. Aesop is 
said to have been a freed slave – born perhaps in Sardinia. One might 
believe the same of the man standing before us. The power of his 
presence is of the kind which belongs exclusively to those without 
power. A convict in a Sicilian prison said to Danilo Dolci: ‘With all this 
experience reading the stars all over Italy, I’ve plunged the depth of the 
universe. […]’»

Aesop is 
said to have been a freed slave … One might believe the same of the 
man standing before us

In my opinion it would be 
rash to assume that the model was a writer, or even a regular friend of 
Velázquez Aesop is 
said to have been a freed slave

The power of his presence is of the kind which 
belongs exclusively to those without power

A convict in a Sicilian prison said …



«the 
man before us is a sceptic in the original sense»

sceptic

«The original sceptics rejected any total 
explanation (or solution) concerning life because they gave priority 
to their experience that a life really lived was an enigma»

sceptic

sceptic
«If I did not 



know the painting was by Velázquez, I think I would still say it came 
from Spain»

«Its intransigence, its 
austerity, and its scepticism are very Spanish» 

religious fervour
even fanaticism «Historically, Spain is thought 

of as a country of religious fervour, even fanaticism. How to 
reconcile this with the scepticism I am insisting upon?»

their ontology
their «Cities have always been 
dependent on the countryside for their food; is it possible that they 
are similarly dependent on the countryside for much of their 
ontology, for some of the terms in which they explain man’s place in 
the universe»

«… some of 
the terms in which they explain man’s place in the universe»

«It 
is outside the cities that nature, geography, climate, have their 
maximum impact. They determine the horizons» «Yet the 
supremacy given to the historical has perhaps led us to 
underestimate the geographical»



geography
nature, climate

underestimate the geographical
the historical

«The Spanish steppe is a landscape of broken 
promises» broken

«Even the backs of the mountains are 
broken» «The 
typical form of the meseta is that of a man cut down, a man who has 
lost his head and shoulders, truncated by one terrible horizontal 
blow»

meseta

a man cut down; a man who has lost his head and 
shoulders, truncated by one terrible horizontal blow

«The 
interior tableland of Spain is, in a certain sense, more negative than the 
desert. The desert promises nothing…»



«In certain areas the Spanish steppe produces wheat, 
maize, sunflowers, and vines. But these crops, less tough than briars, 
thistles, or the jara, risk being burnt or frozen out. Little lends itself to 
their survival. They have to labour, like men who cultivate them, in the 
face of an inherent hostility. In this land even the rivers are mostly 
enemies rather than allies. For nine months of the year they are dried-
out ravines  obstacles; for two months they are wild, destructive 
torrents»

the Spanish steppe inherent 
hostility

the rivers are mostly enemies rather than allies

obstacles destructive torrents
jara

«Another way of defining the Spanish landscape of the interior would 
be to say that it is unpaintable»

«Paintable landscapes are those in which what 
is visible enhances man  in which natural appearances make sense»

sense 

natural appearances make sense



«Those brought up in the 
unpaintable meseta of the Spanish hinter-land are convinced that 
essence can never be visible. The essence is in the darkness behind 
closed lids» meseta

unpaintable

The essence is in the darkness

lids 
(«a cover on a container, that can be lifted up or 

removed» («an eyelid = either of the two pieces of 
skin that can close over each eye»

‘address’
landscape ‘ ’ ( )

«By ‘address’ I 
mean what a given landscape addresses to the indigenous 
imagination: the background of meaning which a landscape suggests 
to those familiar with it»

timeless indifferent)
galactic «The address of the Spanish interior is timeless, 

indifferent, and galactic»
«The address of many 



jungles is fertile, polytheistic, mortal. The address of deserts is 
unilinear and severe»

«Spanish geography encourages a 
scepticism towards the visible. No sense can be found there. The 
essence lies elsewhere. The visible is a form of desolation, 
appearances are a form of debris. What is essential is the invisible 
self, and what may lie behind appearances. The self and the essential 
come together in darkness or blinding light»

No sense can be found there
The essence lies 

elsewhere What is essential is the invisible self

in darkness or blinding light
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